Motivation:
Introduction
For nearly fifteen years, the amount of data in the sequence databases has grown at an exponential rate. In this context, since sequence databases are constantly being updated to include new sequences, a protein family studied by a biologist also requires regular updates to include new members. Systematic methods are required to cope with the steadily increasing volume of database updates. Automatic alerting services are available to the internet community which allow researchers to search for homologues of a sequence of interest and to limit the search to the most recent updates of the databases. For example, DBWatcher (Plewniak, 1996) is a program handling periodic BLAST searches (Altschul et al, 1990) to find similarities to a user specified sequence. It keeps track of the previous searches and only performs new ones when necessary (i.e. when the database has been updated, the sequence has been modified, or when settings have been changed). Similar free protein sequence alerting services are available: SwissShop (Peitsch, 1995) and FastAlert (Eggenberger et al., 1996) . With these methods, searches are made regularly and a list of the newly detected sequences is sent to the user by e-mail. This list will include (i) sequences of the same structural family (same fold) but having different functions and also (ii) some fold unrelated sequences (false positives). So the user needs to manually filter the sequences proposed to select only those sequences that belong to the protein functional family of interest (same fold and same function). To this end, he evaluates the relationship between sequence homology and function but this work is difficult because no clear measure of functional similarity exists between any two proteins (Bork et al. 1998; Wilson et al. 2000; Lan et al. 2003) . The user can also use text-mining if annotations of the newly detected sequences are available in databases (SwissProt, Pfam, Interpro) . However this filtering is time consuming and, in order to relieve the user of this task, an automatic system is required. 4 In this paper we present a new program, DbW, that takes advantage of the multiple alignment of a protein functional family in order to first characterize the specificity of the sequences and then filter the new sequences detected regularly by searching the SwissProt and SPTREMBL databases to exclude functionally unrelated sequences. By default, the program takes as input a multiple alignment of the protein functional family. However, DbW has been extended to be able to generate the multiple alignment from a single input sequence. As a result, only the functional family related sequences will be regularly selected and integrated in a complete multiple alignment proposed to the user. In order to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the reliability of DbW, we used the 20 families of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS). The aaRS differ by the number of members in a family (from 27 (LysRS of class I) to 202 (AspRS) members in the non redundant SwissProt database), the fold between aaRS of class I (SCOP classification: "contains a conserved all-alpha subdomain at the C-terminal extension" ) and class II (SCOP classification: "contains large mixed beta-sheet"), the length of the sequences (from 500 to 1500 residues) and the degree of similarity between the sequences (from 22 % (TyrRS) to 65 % ( subunit of GlyRS)). Each of the 20 aaRS families, without exception, has a complex, modular multi-domain architecture. Furthermore, the domains form a network that connects aaRS of different families (Wolf et al, 1999) .
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Methods
Requirements:
The DbW program is written in the Tcl language and can be downloaded at ftp://ftp-igbmc.ustrasbg.fr/pub/DbW/DbW.tar. This algorithm requires several other programs, that are all written in the C language: BLAST, TribeMCL (Enright et al., 2002) , DbClustal , Ballast , LEON (Thompson et al., 2004) , HMMER (Eddy, 1998) , RASCAL (Thompson et al., 2003) , CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994) . Moreover, a local or internet access to SwissProt and SPTREMBL databases and to the Sequence Retrieval System (SRS) (Etzold et al., 1996) is needed.
Makefiles for Solaris and Digital Unix installation are available but porting to other Unixbased operating systems should be straightforward.
Input/Output:
By default, the program takes as input a high-quality reference multiple alignment of a protein functional family. But DbW has been extended to take as input, if needed, a single protein sequence.
A functional family-specific alignment is automatically and regularly updated. In addition, the user is provided with (i) an annotation of its protein family with the keywords from sequence descriptions (see below Determination of keywords) and (ii) description of integrated sequences (Access, ID, organism, classification, description).
Overview:
The DbW procedure consists of several steps (Figure 1) . First of all, a high-quality reference alignment is created if needed from the single sequence provided by the user (step 0), the 6 DbW profile for this alignment is determined (step 1) and a filter specific to the sequences is created (step 2). These steps are performed once only when the request is initiated. Then, during the last step, new sequences are detected in the SwissProt and SPTREMBL databases using the DbW profile, fold and functionally unrelated sequences are filtered out and the complete functional family-specific alignment is automatically updated (step 3).
Step 3 is repeated on a regular basis. All the steps of the DbW method are explained in more details below.
Creation of the reference alignment:
If a user query sequence is given as input to the program, a reference alignment is created.
DbW searches the databases for homologues using the BlastP program. All the sequences detected by BlastP with e-value < 0.001, including both related and unrelated sequences of the query, are compared to others using BlastP. A graph is then constructed using pairwise 
Similarity between TribeMCL clusters by text analysis:
All the TribeMCL clusters are compared against the cluster containing the query. The vectorcosine model of text retrieval is used (Mac Callum et al., 1999; Wilbur and Yang, 1996) . For each TribeMCL cluster, a text is created with words of the SwissProt and SPTREMBL description field from all sequences in this cluster. All analyses are case insensitive and all punctuation marks are removed. Some words not carrying any functional information (fragment, protein, putative, long, hypothetical, probable, potential, like, related) are removed, because they may be a source of noise in processing. In summary, the similarity between two High values for sim (d,e) are the result of matching rare words which occur frequently within each text. We have experimentally determined a similarity threshold of 0.15, which is also confirmed by the literature (Wilbur and Yang, 1996) .
Creation of the DbW profile:
HMMER is an implementation of profile HMM methods for sensitive database searches using multiple sequence alignment profiles as queries (Eddy, 1998) . The reference alignment is used to build the DbW profile using the 'hmmbuild' program with the -f option (that permits 8 fragments to be detected) in the HMMER 2.3.2 package. Finally, the 'hmmcalibrate' program is used to calibrate the HMM search statistics.
Functional family-specific filter creation:
A functional family-specific filter is created to test the newly detected sequences. This filter consists of two rules based on the characterization of the specificity of the sequences in the reference alignment.
First rule (Figure 2 ): DbW first detects locally conserved segments (local maximum segments or LMS's) in the sequences included in the reference alignment using the Ballast program.
Then "characteristic LMS's" are determined, i.e. LMS's found in at least 80 % of the sequences. A cutoff for the number of "characteristic LMS's" is determined, corresponding to the minimum number found for any sequence in the reference alignment. Newly detected sequences are considered to be a family member if they contain at least this minimum cutoff of "characteristic LMS's". However, this rule is not sufficient. In some cases, if we use this single rule, a sequence of a close but different functional family can be integrated in the user family.
Second rule: DbW also analyses all the LMS's detected by Ballast and conserves those that are never found in the reference alignment, the "unrelated sequence specific LMS's". A family member contains no matches to any of these "unrelated sequence specific LMS's".
Database searching:
Regular database searches are performed using the DbW profile in the SwissProt and SPTREMBL databases. The newly detected sequences are filtered and family members are integrated in the complete alignment, which is proposed to the user. New sequences are 9 aligned to the reference alignment using the "sequence-to-profile" option of the ClustalW program. The reference alignment is unmodified.
Determination of keywords in the reference alignment of a family:
Description fields referenced in the SwissProt and SPTREMBL databases for each of the sequences of the reference alignment are automatically extracted by SRS. Keywords are then determined using an automatic method to scan words in these description fields, to select and to rank only discriminating words. This method is based on a frequency analysis of individual words (Marcotte et al., 2001) . All analyses used here are case insensitive and all punctuation marks are substituted by spaces or removed.
First, the descriptions of all sequences in the reference alignment are used as a training set and a dictionary is constructed containing the frequencies of each of these words in the SwissProt database. Next, the word frequencies calculated in the training set are compared to the calculated SwissProt frequencies. Words with unexpectedly higher or lower frequencies might be useful for discriminating the reference sequences. For each word in the training set, the number of occurrences n is counted, and the probability ) , ( f N n p of finding the word the observed number of times given the known dictionary frequency f and the total number of words N in the training set, is calculated from the Poisson distribution as
This approximation is valid when the total number of words used to generate the dictionary is much greater than N and when f is small. In practice, to avoid floating point errors, the log of the probability is calculated as ) ) are considered to be discriminating and are proposed to the user.
Results and discussion
The DbW program has been tested for over a year on the 20 families of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS). For several reasons, aaRS appear to be excellent test cases:
1. Because each of the aaRS is indispensable in the context of the modern translation system, this collection provides numerous sequences of functionally equivalent proteins from diverse organisms (bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic organisms).
2. Because aaRS have been among the most popular objects of molecular biology studies, the sequences available in the databases are well annotated.
3. Each of the 20 aaRS families, without exception, has a complex, modular multidomain architecture. Furthermore, the domains form a network that connects aaRS of different families (Wolf et al, 1999) . There is a close relationship between some aaRS families of the same class (e.g. IleRS and ValRS). The test set also includes an example of protein fusion (GluRS-ProRS).
4. The aaRS families differ by the length and the degree of similarity of the sequences.
We describe below a comprehensive analysis of the results obtained by DbW for all 20 synthetase families, corresponding to 23 complete multiple alignments. Indeed, for three of the families (LysRS, GlyRS and PheRS) several different functional alignments were required. There are two types of LysRS that belong to class I and class II, respectively, and appear to be functionally unrelated to each other (Ibba et al, 1997) , therefore two alignments were created for LysRS. Similarly, three alignments were created for each subunit of GlyRS ( , ', ) and two for each subunit of PheRS ( , ). Only one alignment was used for GluRS and GlnRS that appear to be related due to specific evolutionary events (duplication of GluRS in eukaryotes, followed by a switch of specificity to glutamine in one of the copies; horizontal 11 transfer of GlnRS from eukaryotes to Proteobacteria; horizontal transfer of mitochondrial GluRS from eukaryotes to spirochaetes and Chlamidiae (Wolf et al, 1999) ).
The 23 alignments were created in January 2003 and since then have been maintained by regular update. The reliability of each DbW step has been evaluated.
Creation of the reference alignments.
DbW takes advantage of the reference multiple alignment given as input by the user.
However, if needed, this reference alignment is created by DbW from a single sequence. The quality of all the subsequent steps depends on the quality of this reference alignment. To create a high-quality reference alignment, DbW needs to detect a maximum number of family members and to reject non-related sequences.
To detect a maximum of homologues, the selection of the user sequence for each functional family is critical. The user query sequence should be representative of the whole family in order to detect as many sequences as possible using BlastP. So, distantly related members of the family or fragments are excluded as queries. In this study, searches were performed using the E. coli, H. sapiens, A. pernix or S. cerevisiae aaRS sequences, in order to explore the three kingdoms of the tree of life and to select the queries that detect the most sequences. For example in the case of ValRS, these four queries respectively detect 120, 118, 98 and 114 ValRS in the SwissProt (Release 41) and SPTrEMBL (Release 22) databases with an e-value < 0.001. We therefore chose the E. coli sequence as a query to run DbW.
Detected sequences are then clustered into homologous families (i.e. proteins sharing a common ancestor) with the TribeMCL program, a method for rapid and accurate clustering of protein sequences into families. The quality of the clusters is very high, although some of the largest families (with more than 1000 members) may contain a number of unrelated members 12 (Enright et al., 2002 relatedness of structurally superimposable residues throughout TrpRS and TyrRS implies that they diverged more recently than most aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Doublie et al., 1995) .
The AsnRS family clusters contain a certain number of AspRS sequences (roughly 25 %).
This is explained by evolutionary events: duplication of AspRS in eukaryotes, followed by switch of specificity to asparagine in one of the copies; ancient horizontal transfer of AsnRS from eukaryotes to bacteria (Wolf et al, 1999) . (ii) Some bifunctional Glu-ProRS are present in the clusters of the GluRS/GlnRS (3 %), and some in the clusters of the ProRS (16 %).
Indeed, the genes of GluRS and ProRS are organized differently in the three kingdoms of the tree of life. In bacteria and archaea, distinct genes encode the two proteins while in several organisms from the eukaryotic phylum of coelomate metazoans, the two polypeptides are carried by a single polypeptide chain to form a bifunctional protein (Berthonneau and Mirande, 2000) .
After clustering by TribeMCL, the TribeMCL cluster containing the query and other per alignment (138 on average) and with only a few distantly related sequences. In our test set, the reference alignments were then manually verified to remove unrelated sequences and fragments, if necessary, in order to ensure a high-quality protein functional alignment and to maximize the efficacity of the subsequent steps of the program.
Automatic and regular update of the complete alignments.
The multiple alignments created are regularly updated by searching the databases for new members of the protein functional family. The search method chosen in DbW is HMMER and starting with the high-quality reference alignments, 2196 aaRS annotated in SwissProt (Release 44, based on Interpro annotation) are detected. Careful examination of the HMMER results confirmed that more distant relationships were detected than with BlastP (data not 14 shown), although a time penalty is incurred. Search methods using evolutionary information in multiple alignments are indeed known to be more sensitive than single sequence methods (Holmes, 2000) . The best illustration has been obtained with the TyrRS family: regardless of the query, Blastp detected at most 17 of the 33 sequences annotated in SwissProt (Release44) whereas HMMER, starting with an alignment containing a representative sample of TyrRS, detected all 33 sequences. This can be explained by a subdivision of the TyrRS family due to evolutionary events: eukaryotic and archaeal TyrRS genes have evolved more rapidly than the bacterial TyrRS genes. Moreover, in eukaryotes, cytoplasmic and mitochondrial isoformes of TyrRS are encoded by separate genes and the gene encoding the mitochondrial protein appears to be of bacterial origin while the ancestry of the cytoplasmic version can be traced back to the archaea (Brown et al., 1997) .
HMMER hits with an associated e-value above a statistically significant cutoff However, because of the very similar domain architecture shared by these 23 functional families of aaRS (Wolf et al, 1999) , certain newly detected sequences may not be integrated into the correct family. For example, 21 AspRS have been integrated into the complete alignment of AsnRS, instead of AspRS.
Since January 2003, 4298 non redundant sequences have been integrated in these alignments.
On average, from 1 (class I LysRS) to 13 (GluRS/GlnRS) sequences are integrated per month in the complete alignments (on average 6 aaRS sequences / month in a complete alignment), and 95 sequences (of which 69 aaRS) detected with an e-value < 0.001 have been excluded from the complete alignments. Excluded aaRS are either distantly related aaRS or fragments.
Complete Alignment Quality.
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The sensitivity and specificity of the DbW filter were estimated using the complete alignments of the 23 aaRS (Table 1) DbW has been optimised to maximise the specificity of the complete alignments.
Inclusion of proteins that are not members of the functional family will bias subsequent applications. The construction of a reference multiple alignment and the corresponding filter are designed to select exclusively only protein functional family members, although some family members may be excluded as a consequence. Nevertheless, the sensitivity achieved is still 95.2 %.This is in contrast to database search methods, such as PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al, 1997) , that are designed to detect as many sequences as possible, although some false positive hits may be detected. For example, for the "SYI_HUMAN" IleRS query sequence, DbW selects only IleRS family members and excludes all closely related ValRS sequences and also some potential IleRS. After four iterations of PSI-BLAST (e-value < 0.001), sequences belonging to the IleRS, ValRS, LeuRS, MetRS, CysRS and ArgRS (aaRS of class Ia) families are detected. 16 
Automatic annotation of the families.
The calculation of keywords is useful for automatically generating annotation about a specific protein family. DbW captures information from SwissProt descriptions of all the sequences integrated in the complete alignment of a family and discriminating words are determined. Each of the 23 alignments have been well described by this method. The most significant words obtained are found in most cases to be good indicators of different aspects of protein function. For example, the MetRS family is described as "EC 6.1.1.10", "Methionyl-tRNA", "MetG" and "Methionine-tRNA".
Conclusions
A new program to automate the update of functional family-specific multiple alignment was presented in this article. This program, DbW, takes advantage of a multiple alignment to create a functional family-specific filter based on the characterization of the sequences of the family. By making use of DbW, researchers can integrate newly discovered sequences relevant to their research with no need to constantly repeat the same database searches. DbW provides a reliable basis for the many applications that rely on accurate multiple alignments, e.g. functional residue identification, 2D/3D structure prediction or homology modeling.
However, some errors can be introduced during the update of the complete alignment. In particular, a few distantly related sequences can be integrated, so a rapid manual validation may be useful.
Work is now in progress to automatically explore protein functional family relationships. Future developments will highlight links existing between close families (i.e.
AspRS and AsnRS) and will process the information within these families to improve the filter and thus the reliability of the update. 3-Determination of the first rule: Among all the « characteristic LMS's » of the family, a family member must have a minimum number of matches along its sequence (cutoff corresponding to the minimum number found for any sequence in the reference alignment, e.g. 2 in the example). Sensitivity and specificity of the DbW filter estimated using the complete alignments of the 23 aaRS.
Class I AaRS IleRS LeuRS MetRS ValRS TyrRS TrpRS CysRS ArgRS GluRS
